Angels Hold Swatfest at Giant Pitcher's Expense.

VISITORS HAVE NO SHOW

Three Hits in the First inning Brought in Four Runs for the South- westers and Three More are Added Later.

SMASH HIT OF THE DAY TO RIGHT FIELD
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**SPECIAL TODAY**

**ATTRACTION PATTERNS IN NEW CARPETS AND RUGS**

Carpet Dept. Second Floor

In such serviceable floor fabrics as Wiltons, Axminsters, Body Brussels, Tapestry Brussels and Ingrains, this showing embraces the best selections in up-to-date and artistic designs of the most reliable manufacturers. Covering everything in carpet styles and patterns, this display offers a most complete stock from which to make a satisfactory selection for any room in the home. In all such popular designs as floral, Oriental and conventional the colorings of this season’s carpets and rugs alike offer a number of new and rich tonal effects. In every detail of workmanship connected with the sewing, laying and lining, we assure satisfaction.

HODGES FIBER CARPETS AND RUGS—The most economical of all floor fabrics, these carpets and rugs are sanitary, odorless and perfectly reliable. Made of vegetable fiber and close woven, they are extremely pliable and have no tendency to crack like the ordinary matting. Made up in many distinctive designs and colorings, these carpets and rugs are adaptable for use in almost any room in the home.

INLAID AND PRINTED LINOLEUMS—All grades in a variety of attractive designs, in both wool and floral effects. Some of these are so perfect that they can scarcely be detected from the genuine parquet floors.

**SPECIAL TODAY**

Placed in Stock Yesterday Afternoon

$18.50 Coats, today $11.25

Brand New Beautiful Suits $19.50

Regular $30, today

Also many old coats at two dollars a lot—of you put that one in any of these today you can have them at HALF PRICE. Many boys’ suits on the sales floor. A wide range of sizes and styles.

THE J. M. ACHESON CO.

FIFTH AND ALDER STREETS